
The Metaphysics of Chance, Day 2

Review
• The Classical account of probability says that probabilities are a priori. Equally possible out-
comes are to be assigned equal probability.

– It is difficult to make sense of the notion of “equally possible” in a way that gets the right
results and doesn’t reduce to “equally probable”.

– According to the Principle of Indifference—an updated version of theClassical account—evidentially
symmetric outcomes are equally probable.

– However, the principle of indifference leads to inconsistent verdicts.

• The Finite Frequentist account of probability says that probabilities a posteriori. They are just
actual frequencies.

P( a K trial has outcome O ) =
# K trials with outcome O

# K trials

– This account faces the problem of the single case, since it implies that all K-trials which
occur only once had a probability of 1 of turning out the exact way that they did.

– It also faces the reference class problem, since the probability of a given event turning out
one way depends upon which value of K we select. Looking at some Ks may give us a
different probability than looking at other Ks.

More Fun with Finite Frequentism
• Some more consequences of finite frequentism.

The Problem of Non-occuring events

– Suppose that nobody has ever drank a gallon of antifreeze. It still seems true to say that
the chances of surviving drinking a gallon of antifreeze are low.

– However, according to finite frequentism, the probability of surviving drinking a gallon
of antifreeze are undefined, since nobody has ever actually drank a gallon of antifreeze.
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The Intrinsicality Objection

– Some object to finite frequentism on the ground that it makes the probability that this
radium atom decay or that this coin land heads depend upon atoms decaying far, far,
away, millions of years in the past; and coins flipped centuries in the future.

– It seems as though the probability that this coin lands heads doesn’t have anything to do
with what goes on centuries in the future. But according to finite frequentism, it does.

The Problem of Spurious Biases

– A fair coin is one which has an equal probability of landing heads and landing tails—one
which assigns a probability of 1/2 to heads and 1/2 to tails.

– According to finite frequentism, it is impossible for a coin which is tossed an odd number
of times to be fair. If it is tossed an odd number of times, then the probability that that
coin lands heads must be either slightly greater than or slightly less than 1/2.

– But it seems as though it is totally possible for a coin tossed an odd number of times to
be fair.

Irrational Probabilities are Impossible

– Think about a decaying radium atom. The time that it takes for a radium atom to decay
is taken to be probabilistic. The functionwhich describes the probability that the radium
atom will decay in any given amount of time is an exponential function. That means
that, according to the theory, there are times such that the probability that the radium
atom decays in that amount of time is irrational.

– However, since there is only a finite number of radium atoms in the history of the world,
and since the probability that a radium atom decays in that time is defined to be the total
number of radium atoms which have decayed in that time divided by the total number
of radium atoms; it is impossible for the probability that the radium atom decays in that
amount of time to be irrational.

Infinite (Hypothetical) Frequentism
• The problems with Finite Frequentism motivate the transition to infinite frequentism, or hy-

pothetical frequentism.

• According to infinite frequentism, the probability that a K-trial will yield outcome O is the
frequency of K-trials with outcome O in the limit, if we were to perform the K-trial an infinite
number of times.

P( a K trial has outcome O ) = lim
n−→∞

# O outcomes after n K-trials
n

– This account is infinite because we are looking at the limit as the number of trials ap-
proaches infinity.
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– It is hypothetical because we are talking about what the frequency would be, if we were,
hypothetically, to perform the K-trial an infinite number of times.
∗ The infinite frequentist doesn’t require that the infinite number of K-trials actually
be performed. They are merely talking about what would happen, if the K-trials
were to be performed an infinite number of times.

– The infinite frequentist can respond to many of the objections which plagued the finite
frequentist.
∗ The Problem of the Single Case and the problem of non-occurring events is not
a problem for the infinite frequentist. They can still say that, if the single-case
event were to be performed an infinite number of times, then it would have a lim-
iting frequency which is different than 0 or 1. And they can say that, if the non-
occuring eventwere to be performed an infinite number of times, then itwould have
a well-defined limiting frequency. If we had an infinite sequence of people drink
antifreeze, most of them would die.
∗ According to the infinite frequentist, a coin tossed an odd number of times can still
be fair, in virtue of the fact that, were the coin to be tossed an infinite number of
times, it would approach the ratio 1/2, in the limit.
∗ Similarly, a sequence of rational numbers can still approach an irrational number in
the limit, so infinite frequentism is compatible with irrational probabilities.
∗ It additionally offers a response to the intrinsicality objection, since the probability
that this coin lands heads when tossed can just be said to have something to do with
this coin, and how it would land if flipped an infinite number of times.

– However, the infinite frequentist faces some problems of their own.

The Explanation Objection

– Some object to frequentism on the grounds that it cannot account for the intuitive idea
that probabilities explain frequencies.

– Intuitively, the fact that the probability that the die lands 1 is 1/6 explains the fact that,
in the limit, 1/6th of the die rolls would land 1. However, according to the infinite
frequentist, these are just one and the same fact. And one and the same fact cannot be
used to explain itself.

– This same worry applies to finite frequentism

The Epistemological Objection

– We like to think that the actual frequencies of K-trails with outcome O provides some
evidence about the probability that a K-trial has outcomeO. However, any finite sequence
of K-trials puts absolutely no constraints on the limiting frequency. It could always turn
out that the first 100,000,000 K-trials all have outcome O, and that, thereafter, none of
the K-trials have outcome O. But then, the limiting frequency of K-trials which are O
is zero.
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– If infinite frequentism is correct, then it doesn’t appear that there’s any way for us to
come to know what the chances are.

The Hypotheticals appealed to are nonsense

– The infinite frequentist asks us to consider what would happen if the coin were flipped
an infinite number of times. It is incredibly difficult to make sense of this counterfactual.

– The coin undergoes wear and tear. It loses atoms each flip. After a bajillion or so flips,
the coin will simple disintegrate. But then we won’t be able to flip it any more. So it’s
impossible to flip this coin an infinite number of times.

The Limits Depend upon how we order the outcomes

– Suppose that you’re on a train which is traveling east, but moving back and forth as it
goes. You flip the coin as you go. The outcomes are shown in the figure below.

– Suppose that this pattern continues on for infinity.
– Then, if we order the flips by the time of the flip, we get the sequence

HHT HHT HHT HHT HHT...

And the limiting frequency of heads in this sequence is 2/3.
– However, if we order the flips by the direction (east to west), then we get the sequence

HT HT HT HT HT HT HT HT...

And the limiting frequency of heads in this sequence is 1/2.
– So what the frequency is depends upon how we order the outcomes. What is it that
makes time a more natural ordering than direction?
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The Propensity Account
• According to the propensity account, a probability is not any frequency, but is rather a propen-

sity—a tendency or a disposition—to produce a certain outcome (perhaps: with a certain fre-
quency).

• This identifies the probability, not with any (hypothetical or actual) frequency or any a priori
symmetry of the set-up. Rather, it identifies the probability with a property of the set-up. So
the probability of the coin to land heads is just a physical property of the coin—the propensity
of the coin to land heads is a physical disposition that the coin has to land heads.

Problems with the propensity account

– What are propensities?
∗ Using words like ‘propensity’ and ‘tendency’ is all well and good; but in order to be
genuinely informative, we have to say something concrete about what a propensity
or a tendency or a disposition is.

– How do they come in degrees?
∗ It makes sense to say that I tend to misplace my pens, or that politicians tend to lie.
But it’s much less clear that it makes sense to say that I 0.7-tend to misplace my
pens, or that politicians 0.9-tend to lie.

– What makes us think that they obey the probability axioms?
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